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Look Who Lives in the Ocean! 
Vocabulary 2 

 
Using colored pencils, connect each word on the left with its meaning on the right. 
 
antennae       to gather in a crowd or mass 
 
appendages      tiny drifting sea creatures 
 
aquatic       an animal having no backbone 
 
camouflage       “see through”; clear 
 
cartilage       completely below the surface of water 
 
congregate      coloring that blends with surroundings 
 
gelatinous      producing a toxic, dangerous substance 
 
inhabit       an individual life form; a plant or animal 
 
invertebrate      long, thin “feelers” on an animal’s head 
 
manipulate      a group of fish swimming together 
 
organism       creatures living dependently together 
 
photosynthesis      two parts being exactly similar or equal 
 
poisonous      parts projecting from the main body 
 
scavenger      a consistency resembling gelatin 
 
shoal       relating to water; living in or near water 
 
submerged      to handle or control skillfully 
 
symbiotic       animal that eats dead remains  
 
symmetry      to live in; occupy 
      
transparent      a process of turning sunlight to energy  
 
zooplankton      firm, flexible internal body tissue 
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Look Who Lives in the Ocean! 
Vocabulary 2 KEY 

 
Using colored pencils, connect each word on the left with its meaning on the right. 

                ANSWERS: 
antennae     congregate to gather in a crowd or mass 
 
appendages    zooplankton tiny drifting sea creatures 
 
aquatic     invertebrate an animal having no backbone 
 
camouflage     transparent “see through”; clear 
 
cartilage     submerged completely below the surface of water 
 
congregate    camouflage coloring that blends with surroundings 
 
gelatinous    poisonous producing a toxic, dangerous substance 
 
inhabit     organism an individual life form; a plant or animal 
 
invertebrate    antennae long, thin “feelers” on an animal’s head 
 
manipulate    shoal  a group of fish swimming together 
 
organism     symbiotic creatures living dependently together 
 
photosynthesis    symmetry two parts being exactly similar or equal 
 
poisonous    appendages parts projecting from the main body 
 
scavenger    gelatinous a consistency resembling gelatin 
 
shoal     aquatic  relating to water; living in or near water 
 
submerged    manipulate to handle or control skillfully 
 
symbiotic     scavenger animal that eats dead remains 
 
symmetry    inhabit  to live in; occupy 
      
transparent    photosynthesis a process of turning sunlight to energy 
 
zooplankton    cartilage firm, flexible internal body tissue 


